
 
 

A lot has happened in the month of July, so here is a little taster of what has been going on. Students of grade I to IV 
are well settled in their classrooms now. The activities done in school this month provided the children with lots of 
opportunities to practise their key skills. Students have participated in CCA competitions with great enthusiasm. They 
have also studied and worked hard to perform well in assessments.   
 
English-Illustrating a story. 
Students of grade 1 showcased their creativity by illustrating a story read by them. They 
participated in the activity with great enthusiasm.  
 
Math-Bundling activity  
Students of grade 1 had great fun learning Math. Bundling activity was conducted to introduce 
the concept of tens and ones, and therefore introduce place value.  

Hindi-Swar 
Students of grade 1 made words based on Swar by looking at the pictures. This activity 
helped the children in learning simple words in Hindi. 
 
CCA-Show and Tell 
Grade 1 students participated in Show and Tell competition and spoke 
about their favourite toy. This activity was a stepping stone for children 
to refine their public speaking skills, thereby boosting their confidence 
and communication skills. 
 

English 
'Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought and the thought has found words.'-
Robert Frost 
Students of Grade 2 had poetry recitation on 13/7/2021.They had to recite any poem of 
their choice which was taught in class. They participated enthusiastically as they got a 
chance to showcase their confidence and talent. 
 

Environmental Studies 
“Rejoice with your family in the beautiful land of life.” –Albert Einstein 
Grade 2 students were asked to make a family tree of their family in a conventional tree 
structure. They arranged pictures of grandparents, parents, uncles, aunts, cousins and 
pasted on the tree and used all their creativity to make it look interesting and beautiful. 
 

CCA Activity  
Tell your tale!!!! 
Storytelling provides children with a window to new worlds. It 
gives them the opportunity to learn new ideas and information. 
And therefore, we wanted to encourage the students of grade 2 
to tell their tales. This CCA activity was conducted on 
16.07.2021 during the class connect time.   
 
French 
Grade 2 French Students learnt different colours names in French by drawing and filling 
the clouds with colours and their names. 
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Science -Germination Activity 

As the part of the Science activity, grade 3 students have done germination of seeds 
during the class and learnt about different stages in the growth of a plant.  
 
 
Mathematics -Addition of 3-digit number 
This month grade 3 children have learnt addition of 3-digit numbers ‘with and 
without regrouping’. They enjoyed solving ‘Mindspark’ worksheet based on 
addition, which helped them in understanding of the concept. 
 

Hindi - Concept of Sangya 
This activity is based on the concept of Sangya.  Students of 
grade 3 picked examples from their surroundings and made 
models. Students had fun doing this activity. 
 

English - Draw a butterfly 
Students of grade 3 were asked to draw a butterfly and colour the 
same. They were also asked to describe the butterfly using adjectives.  
 

French- France and its culture  
As learning French is not only about Language but also to enhance knowledge 
about French culture, traditions and food. Grade 3 students prepared a 
customised collage on the topic- La France. 
   
Computer Science - know your computer  
As a part of the topic ‘Know your computer’ covered in Computer, students were asked to find 
few ‘input’ and/or ‘output’ devices they had at home. Students of grade 3 were made to draw 
computer and its parts. Children were very excited to know about joysticks, gaming mouse, 
touch screen etc.  
    

CCA Activity -Greeting Card Making 
Grade 3 students were asked to make a greeting card for a friend along with a 
suitable message/caption for the card. They made amazing greeting cards 
using A4 sheet/Construction paper, pencil colours, sketch pens, water 
colours, glitters etc.  This helped them use their creativity and make beautiful 
friendship cards. 
 

Mathematics 
The students of Grade- 4 were introduced to the concept of Roman Numeral System. 
They also learnt how it is different from the Hindu-Arabic System. A crossword 
puzzle activity was also done by the students which helped them in the 
reinforcement of the concept. 

Science  
To grow fibrous roots from onion bulb (Optional Activity):  This activity was based on 
the topic ‘Types of Roots’. Students followed the procedure of growing fibrous roots 
from onion bulb as instructed in the class. With lot of curiosity and scientific temper, students 
of grade 4 grew fibrous roots and displayed in the class. 

Social Studies 
Students of Grade 4 used their imagination and drew a polluted city and a clean 
city. They have put in their best efforts to make their drawings colourful and 
attractive. 
 



CCA – Budding Writers 
As a part of the CCA, our grade 4 budding writers used their writing skills and completed the 
story. This activity enhanced students’ imagination and creativity.  

 

Grade 5: July is a busy month with tests and exams, but students of Grade 5 still had a lot of 

activities on hand. While they made charts on Place Value in Maths, they explored nouns 

through art in Hindi. In Science, they learnt the Parts of a Flower 

through charts.  

Bastille Day, the day the French Revolution officially 

began, is a historical event. “Le Quatorze Juillet” is 

a day of celebrating French culture. Numerous 

public events take place: military parades, city 

meals, dances, parties and many amazing fireworks. 

Children of Grade 5 marked this occasion by showing 

French culture through collages.   

In Social Studies, students ‘travelled back in time’ with 

their drawings of life in the prehistoric era.  

All in all, Grade 5 students have creativity in droves 

waiting to be expressed! 

Grade 6: In Grade 6, a number of subjects were 

explored through 

hands-on projects. 

In Maths, students 

were introduced to 

the Padlets where 

they wrote about 

Order of 

Operations. In Biology, the students made 

herbarium sheets in which the leaves were dried 

and pressed Herbarium is a place where dried 

and pressed plant 

specimens, 

mounted on sheets are kept systematically 

according to a widely accepted system of 

classification. A Herbarium is a repository or store 

house for future use.  

 

 

 

 

 



Grade 7 

Se faire des amis c'est bien, mais garder ses amis, c'est encore mieux! 

(Making friends is good, but keeping friends is even better!) 

Grade 7 French Second Language students made these beautiful doodles demonstrating the theme of friendship using 
different adjectives /verbs as a part of their academic learning. 

 

A maze activity was given. Students had to solve the integers (add or subtract) and move ahead in the maze. 

   

Grade 8  

Students of Grade 8 demonstrated the concept of air pressure using glass, water and cardboard. Due to the air 

pressure acting on the cardboard, the water did not come out from the glass in spite of turning it upside down. 
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